








































 

•e In the event the Master Agreement is assigned to a successor Vendor (to the extente
authorized by the Master Agreement), the Vendor will cooperate with Erie 1 BOCES ase
necessary to transition Protected Data to the successor Vendor prior to deletion.e

•e Neither Vendor nor any of its subcontractors or other authorized persons or entities toe
whom it has disclosed Protected Data will retain any Protected Data, copies,e
summaries or extracts of the Protected Data, or any de-identified Protected Data, one
any storage medium whatsoever. Upon request, Vendor and/or its subcontractors ore
other authorized persons or entities to whom it has disclosed Protected Data, ase
applicable, will provide Erie 1 BOCES with a certification from an appropriate officer thate
these requirements have been satisfied in full.e

Challenging Accuracy of Protected Data: Parents or eligible students can challenge the 
accuracy of any Protected Data provided by a Participating Educational Agency to Vendor, by 
contacting the student's district of residence regarding procedures for requesting amendment of 
education records under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). Teachers or 
principals may be able to challenge the accuracy of APPR data provided to Vendor by following 
the appeal process in their employing school district's applicable APPR Plan. 

Data Storage and Security Protections: Any Protected Data Vendor receives will be stored 
on systems maintained by Vendor, or by a subcontractor under the direct control of Vendor, in a 
secure data center facility located within the United States. The measures that Vendor will take 
to protect Protected Data include adoption of technologies, safeguards and practices that align 
with the NIST Cybersecurity Framework and industry best practices including, but not 
necessarily limited to, disk encryption, file encryption, firewalls, and password protection. 

Encryption of Protected Data: Vendor (or, if applicable, its subcontractors) will protect 
Protected Data in its custody from unauthorized disclosure while in motion or at rest, using a 
technology or methodology specified by the secretary of the U.S. Department of HHS in 
guidance issued under Section 13402(H)(2) of P.L. 111-5. 
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